
 

Less fitting, shorter delivery time and an orthotic that fits 
like a glove. Bespoke Moulded Seating (BMS®) realises 
the perfect orthotic. An orthotic for lying down or for 
sitting down is available in each variant and built into 
the cockpit with pre-moulded scale. Customised, digitally 
measured and produced by a fully automatic robot.

Patterns welding without needle guarantee a 100% 
waterproof seam. Waterproof Stitching (WPS®) is an ad-
vanced technique that allows 100% waterproof patterns 
to be put together. Because no needle is used, there are 
no holes in the material. Water and moisture therefore 
get no chance to penetrate the orthotic. This ensures a 
better hygiene and a longer lifespan of the orthotic.

Thanks to Digital Drape Upholstery (DDU®) it’s possible  
to upholster in shape, rather than on rack. The object  
is digitally measured and a cutting computer cuts the  
patterns with the combined shape of the object. The 
original form is thereby not affected. The stretch in the 
material gives additional comfort.

Protect your orthotic against the effects of moisture and 
dirt. With Seam Tape Bonding (STB®), seams are 100% 
waterproof. This extends the life of the orthotic and 
improves the hygiene. STB® is applied at stitched seams 
and WPS® -welded seams. The tape that’s applied also 
reinforces the seams.

Corporate social responsibility is a second nature for us. 
We focus our activities on adding value to man, planet 
and profit. In it we seek over and over again a careful 
balance and communicate transparently about it. In 
addition, we reduce our co2 emissions by investing in 
renewable energy projects of Climate Neutral Group. 

ZOOM

Zoom can be used for inner 
upholstery the inside. This  
unique natural woolproduct 
offers great  flexibility, a soft 
touch and extra comfort.

PLATILON

Platilon can be used for inner  
upholstery. A strong hypo- 
allergene PU coating is applied 
on a stretchtricot which makes 
this material flexible as well as 
waterproof.

VINYL

Vinyl is made from PVC and is 
used for the outer upholstery. 
This very strong and durable 
product is pre-eminently suit- 
able for upholstering seats.

AIRMESH

Airmesh can be used for  
inner upholstery. It is a  
100% polyesther material.
Because of its open structure
it provides the comfort of  
natural ventilation to the seat.

TERRY CLOTH

Terry cloth is used for the 
opholstery of seatcovers.  
This cotton fabric offers extra 
comfort and protection. For 
extra hygiene these covers  
are very easy to wash. 

UPHOLSTERY OVERVIEW
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VINYL

S4 Choco

S7 Dark Blue

S10 Orange

S13 Grass Green

S2 Anthracite

S5 Bordeaux

S8 Bright Blue

S11 Yellow

S14 Froggy Green

S3 Grey

S6 Red

S9 Purple

S12 Pink

S15 Carbon

S1 Black

SWATCHES OUTER UPHOLSTERY

A1 Black

A4 Bright Blue

A7 Grass Green

A2 Grey

A5 Red

A8 Yellow

A3 Dark Blue

A6 Pink

P1 Black

A7 Grass Green

P2 Grey

A8 Yellow

P3 Dark Blue

PLATILON

AIRMESH

SWATCHES INNER UPHOLSTERY

B1 Black

B4 Grey

B7 Red

B2 Dark Blue

B5 Creme

B8 Pink

B3 Skye Blue

B6 Green

TERRY CLOTH

Z1 Black

Z4 Dark Blue

Z7 Creme

Z2 Dark Grey

Z5 Cobalt Blue

Z3 Light Grey

Z6 Bordeaux

ZOOM
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